Abstract The article focuses on lexical relations of the Finnic languages. Here we studied whether lexical data is suitable for detecting the coarse-grained and fine-grained substructure within the Finnic group. We evaluated this by clustering old lexical variation from a dialectal dataset covering the whole Finnic speaker area (Atlas Linguarum Fennicarum; ALFE) using quantitative methods adopted from population genetics, and by comparing our results to groups suggested by earlier linguistic literature. We found the main lexical division between north-eastern and south-western Finnic. According to our lexical analysis, the Finnic languages are Finnish, North Estonian, South Estonian, Livonian, Karelian, Veps, and Votic-Ingrian. These groups matched well with the earlier suggested divisions, and we concluded that lexical data could be utilised more often in defining linguistic sub-structures, especially in linguistic situations that involve dialect continua.
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1. Introduction

The amount of linguistic variation in the world is immense. Linguistic variation can be classified in order to detect, for example, languages that belong to the same language family, languages that form a linguistic area (Sprachbund) and dialect borders between and within languages (Anttila 1989: 318; Chambers, Trudgill 1998: 89; Thomason 2000: 311). This is done in order to shed light on different aspects of the past of the languages in question, such as shared history, contacts or early divisions. In many linguistic studies, lexical evidence is often not the main evidence used, as lexical features are considered to be borrowed relatively easily when compared to grammatical features (Koponen 1991: 126; Chambers, Trudgill 1998: 97–99; Thomason 2000: 312). However, it has been noted that, at least with some languages, instability also exists in the non-lexical data; for example, in a study conducted with Austronesian languages, most grammatical features were noted to change faster than the items of basic vocabulary (Greenhill, Wu, Hua, Dunn, Levinson, Gray 2017). Lexical innova-
tions, once obtained, are rather stable, and differences in the innovations can provide a good basis for classification (Salminen 1998: 391).

Our study focused on investigating the suitability of lexical data in detecting divisions within the Finnic language group. The Finnic languages, which make up one of the westernmost sub-branches of the Uralic language family, form a dialect continuum around the Gulf of Finland (Figure 1). Estonian and Finnish have the status of national language and they are the language of the majority in their respective countries. Other Finnic languages are spoken as minority languages in Russia, Norway and Sweden, whereas in Latvia they have already become extinct. Historically, all Finnic languages are descendants of Proto-Finnic, and have split during the last ca. 2000 years due to different internal developments, which have subsequently been counteracted by the spread of innovations within the group (Laakso 2001: 204—207; Kallio 2007: 243—246; Kallio 2015a: 26; Lang 2018: 259—260).

This group has intrigued researchers since the early 17th century (Ariste 1965: 80—87; Lang 2018: 227—229) and there are still different views concerning the number of Finnic languages (Tuomi, Hänninen, Suhonen 2004: 11), what the main groups are (Salminen 1998: 392), and how the Finnic group has taken shape (Kallio 2015b: 93—94).

Both Glottolog 3.3 (Hammarström, Forkel, Haspelmath 2018) and Ethnologue (Simons, Fennig 2018) list twelve Finnic languages: Finnish, Kven Finnish, Tornedalen Finnish, Karelian Proper, Livvi-Karelian, Ludian, Veps, Votic, Ingrian, North Estonian, South Estonian, and Livonian (Figure 1). Of these twelve, Kven Finnish, spoken in Norway, and Tornedalen Finnish, spoken in Sweden, have the official status of minority languages in their respective countries, while from a linguistic perspective they are traditionally considered to be dialects of Finnish (Kettunen 1930: 81, 95; Salminen 2007: 231) rather than separate languages. Of the Karelian varieties, Karelian Proper, Livvi-Karelian and Ludian could be granted a language status (Salminen 2007: 217; Pahomov 2017) but Livvi-Karelian and Ludian have also been regarded as dialects of Karelian (Laanest 1975: 26; Sammallahti 1977: 133; Viitso 1998: 99; Laakso 1991: 61—62). Ingrian has also been associated with Karelian (Kettunen 1960: 2; Turunen 1988: 59) while in particular Estonian scholars have considered it a separate language (Laanest 1975: 11; Viitso 1998: 96). It has also varied whether South Estonian is considered a separate language from North Estonian (Salminen 2007: 217; Hammarström, Forkel, Haspelmath 2018; Simons, Fennig 2018), and the first one to diverge from the Finnic unity (Sammallahti 1977: 132—133; Kallio 2014: 163), or as a distinctive part of the Estonian language (Laakso 1991: 97). Nowadays it is common to separate out at least seven (or eight) Finnic languages: Finnish, Karelian, Veps, Votic, Ingrian, Estonian, (South Estonian), and Livonian.

The history of the Finnic group has been studied by determining the main groups of the Finnic languages and the subsequent divergences and convergences of the subgroups on a historical-comparative basis. Based on this deduction, two main lines of grouping have been suggested. In both of these, the Finnic languages are divided roughly into north-eastern (Finnish, Karelian, Ingrian, Veps) and south-western (Estonian, Livonian, Votic) groups (Lehtinen 2007: 155—167). The main difference between these two views is whether the Finnish language is considered to belong as a whole to the
north-eastern group (Setälä 1916: 504; Ariste 1965: 80; Raun 1971: 49—98), or whether the western dialects of Finnish should be part of the south-western group (Ojansuu 1922: 139—145). In addition, the existence of an eastern group has been suggested (Itkonen 1983: 209—217), but its status appears to be less clear than those of the north-eastern and south-western

Figure 1. Twelve Finnic languages according to the classification in Glottolog 3.3 (Hammarström, Forkel, Haspelmath 2018) and Ethnologue (Simons, Fennig 2018). Speaker areas were drawn by BEDLAN / T. Rantanen and D. Kuznetsov, based on https://www.sgr.fi/muutjulkaisut/ItamerensuomalaisetKieletMurteet2012.pdf (ed. R. Grünthal and A. Sarhimaa) and Tuomi, Hänninen, Suhonen 2004: 14.
groups (Itkonen 1983: 209–224). When specifically studying the order of divergences based on phonological and morphological features, there is evidence that South Estonian was the first to diverge, followed by either the north-south split (Sammallahti 1977: 132–133) or the divergence of Livonian (Kallio 2014: 156–163).

Differences in the classifications are partly due to differences in the linguistic material used in the classification, and partly due to differences in the criteria set for a language, which may also vary depending on the focus and scope of the study. For example, synchronic linguistics may be interested in more fine-grained sub-structuring than what is useful for historical linguistic research (Salminen 1998: 390–391). Most classifications of the Finnic languages have focused on phonological and morphological features, whereas lexicon has been utilised for this purpose to a lesser degree (Alv 1973: 154–157; Kallio 2014: 155). However, with many languages, lexicon is essential for mutual intelligibility (cf. for example the lexical differences between Finnish pelata ‘to play’ and Estonian mängida ‘to play’ to the phonological differences between Finnish työ and Estonian töö ‘work’). Therefore, the distribution of lexical variation could be assumed to coincide well with language borders. This may be especially the case with closely related languages, whose overall linguistic systems tend to be very similar to each other (e.g. Finnic languages) compared to languages belonging to different language families (e.g. Finnish vs. Japanese). However, it needs to be pointed out that for example in the case of Danish, Norwegian and Swedish, phonetic differences generally play a larger role in mutual intelligibility than differences in the lexicon (Gooskens 2007).

Here we classified the Finnic language group based on lexical data. We began by identifying the main lexical groups, followed by an exploration of the subgroupings that emerge when clustering lexical variation. Our aim was to study whether lexical variation is appropriate for detecting the main groups and subgroups of linguistic variation, i.e. whether the lexical groups we find are similar to the ones detected using other types of linguistic data. Notably, because we focused only on lexical variation, we cannot refer to the groups that we obtained as languages or main groups of the Finnic languages. Therefore, we refer to the groups we obtained from our analyses as lexical languages and lexical main groups.

We studied these questions using a dialect atlas of Finnic languages (ALFE — Tuomi, Hänninen, Suhonen 2004; Tuomi, Hänninen, Viitso 2007; Tuomi, Hänninen, Rjagojev 2010), which describes linguistic variation in the Finnic languages at the beginning of the 20th century. At that time, Finnic speakers were still living in rural societies and the level of urbanisation was low (Tuomi, Hänninen, Suhonen 2004: 17). To increase the time depth of our study, we limited our study to features that described old (pre-13th century) lexical variation in the Finnic area. Using this dataset, we aimed to resolve the deep lexical divisions within the Finnic group at both coarse-grained and fine-grained levels, and we hope to contribute to the discussion on the role of lexical data in linguistic classification.

We studied these questions using quantitative data clustering methods developed in population genetics. These methods have also been applied to cluster linguistic variation (Dunn, Levinson, Lindström, Reesink, Terrill 2008; Reesink, Singer, Dunn 2009; Bowern 2012) as well as dialectal variation (Syrjä-
nen, Honkola, Lehtinen, Leino, Vesakoski 2016; Honkola, Ruokolainen, Syrjänen, Leino, Tammi, Wahlberg, Vesakoski 2018; Santaharju, Honkola, Seppä, Syrjänen, Leino, Vesakoski, unpublished ms.). We used two model-based clustering methods, Structure (Pritchard, Stephens, Donnelly 2000) and BAPS (Corander, Waldmann, Sillanpää 2003). Structure has been noted for its ability to identify the uppermost hierarchical division (Evanno, Regnaut, Goudet 2005: 2615, 2618), and we used it to study the main lexical division of the Finnic languages. BAPS, on the other hand, has been found to produce a more fine-grained division than Structure (Fjellheim, Jørgensen, Kjos, Borgen 2009: 24), and we used it to infer the number of lexical languages.

2. Materials

The atlas of Finnic languages, Atlas Linguarum Fennicarum (ALFE), has been compiled as a multinational effort of the Institute for the Languages of Finland, the Institute of the Estonian Language and Karelian Research Centre of Russian Academy of Sciences since the 1980s. The atlas was published in three parts (Tuomi, Hänninen, Suhonen 2004; Tuomi, Hänninen, Viitso 2007; Tuomi, Hänninen, Rjagojev 2010), and is publicly available in a digital format in the AVAA service of the Institute for the Languages of Finland (https://avaa.tdata.fi/web/kotus/aineistot).

The atlas describes the spatial variation of Finnic languages and their dialects at the beginning of the 20th century, more specifically before 1939 (Tuomi, Hänninen, Suhonen 2004: 17). It includes mainly lexical variation, but phonological and morphophonological variation of the collected lexical items have also been included. The decision to focus mainly on lexical variation in ALFE was due to the existing dialect atlases of Finnish (Kettunen 1940) and Estonian (Saareste 1938; 1941; 1955), which already covered phonological and morphological variation in these two languages. Preparations for the dialect atlas of Karelian also started in the 1930s, but it was published only in 1997 (Бубрих, Беляков, Пунжина 1997). It includes phonological and lexical variation.

Atlas Linguarum Europae (ALE; Weijnen 1975) served as a model for ALFE, and ALFE includes some ALE features which were considered to be appropriate for studying Finnic languages. In total, ALFE’s questionnaire included over 300 questions, and it aimed to collect linguistic features describing different aspects of archaic human living, such as living conditions, means of livelihood, human anatomy, kinship terms, animals, plants, and handicrafts (Laanest, Jussila 1989).

The published atlas covers 298 different linguistic features. The linguistic variation of each feature is presented in map form, with the number of maps per feature varying from one to 12. In total, ALFE includes 687 map sheets. Most of the features that consist of individual maps document lexical variation across the whole Finnic area. Features consisting of more than one map use the additional maps to present different aspects or areal coverages of the studied phenomenon. For example, map number 24.1 describes the lexical variation of the term ‘cowshed’ in all Finnic languages, 24.2 presents the phonetic variation for the different terms for cowshed used in Finland and 24.3 presents what meaning a specific word for ‘cowshed’, läävä, has in different places where it is used. There is also variation in
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whether one map presents only one type of linguistic variation or whether there are two different types of linguistic variation within one map sheet. For example, map 2 shows both the lexical variation (tuli, valkea, lekko, lämöi) as well as the derivative variation of tuli and valkea (tuluke, tuluk; valu, valkle, valkonen, valkos/kalta, valku), whereas map 4.1 presents only the lexical variation between haiku, savu and suits. Because the atlas has been compiled as a joint effort of several participants, there is variation in how the linguistic features are structured on the maps.

The data has been collected from 259 main data collection localities scattered throughout the Finnic area (Figure 2; Tuomi, Hänninen, Suhonen 2004: 21). Depending on the language in question, these localities refer to municipalities (e.g. with Finnish and Estonian), villages (e.g. Veps) or main dialects (e.g. Livonian). The number of these localities varies greatly per language along with the size of the speaker areas. There are 185 main data collection localities from Finnish (within these, three from Kven Finnish in Norway and nine from Torndalen Finnish in Sweden), 20 from North Estonian, 10 from South Estonian, 18 from Karelian Proper, seven from Livvi-Karelian, four from Ludian, seven from Veps, three from both Ingrian and Votic, and two from Livonian (Table 1). In addition to the main data collection localities, there are also small amounts of data from other localities within Finland and Estonia.

The Finnish and Estonian data originates from the dialect archives of the Institute for the Languages of Finland and from the Institute of the Estonian Language. The data for Ingrian, Votic and Livonian is mainly from the same archives but also partly from the personal collections of Tiit-Rein

**Figure 2.** Finnic languages according to ALFE and their main data collection localities:

- blue = Finnish;
- dark green = Karelian Proper;
- turquoise = Livvi-Karelian;
- light green = Ludian;
- red = Veps;
- yellow = Ingrian;
- pink = Votic;
- orange = North Estonian;
- purple = South Estonian;
- black = Livonian.

Rectangles represent data collection localities which are not in their exact geographical location either due to cartographic reasons, such as the blue rectangle outside of mainland Finland, representing the Forest Finns, who are situated in Sweden, or due to small or overlapping speaker areas, such as Votic and Ingrian.
Viitso and Arvo Laanest. Karelian and Veps have been collected mainly from informants after 1987. However, the data collected from Karelian and Veps can be considered to represent the linguistic situation prior to 1939 (Tuomi, Hänninen, Suhonen 2004 : 17), as the written standard languages created in the 1930s, were used only for a short period of time, and later written standards began to emerge as late as the 1990s (Anttikoski 1998 : 119—126; Grünthal 2015 : 23, 52).

To study the deep divisions of the Finnic languages based on lexical variation, we narrowed the atlas down to a set of maps which recorded old lexical variation with sufficient areal coverage. We classified different features as old if the main lexical division had taken place in pre-historical times (i.e. before the 13th century). The age of the division was estimated by the basis of current knowledge about the history of Finnic languages (SSA, EES). For example, map 65.1 with the feature ‘evening’ is classified as old, since both ehto and ilta are pre-historical stems with different distributions in the Finnic language area. The division between elää and asua (‘be located’) in map 14 is classified as young because the verb asua is a secondary derivative and its meaning varies considerably; furthermore, elää and asua often appear alongside each other in the Finnic languages.

We considered the feature to have sufficient areal coverage if there was data from ca. two thirds of the data collection localities in each map sheet (Table 1). With this, we wanted to ensure that our results were not skewed by large amounts of missing data from certain languages or dialects. We were more relaxed with the two-thirds requirement in Finland as the number of data collection localities was higher than in other areas; the other areas were checked carefully. As a result, when including only maps which recorded old lexical variation with sufficient areal coverage, our dataset included 184 linguistic features.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language or Dialect</th>
<th># of localities in ALFE</th>
<th># of localities required in each map sheet (two-thirds requirement)</th>
<th># of localities in the full dataset</th>
<th># of localities in the balanced dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finnish</td>
<td>185</td>
<td></td>
<td>177</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Estonian</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Estonian</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karelian Proper</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8*</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livvi-Karelian</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ludian</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veps</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingrian</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Votic</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livonian</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In total</td>
<td>259</td>
<td></td>
<td>249</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Tver Karelian excluded from the calculations
All of the 259 data collection localities did not have information of all of the 184 linguistic features. We excluded localities with less than 78 collected features from our analyses. These included two localities from the South Estonian area (Leivu and Lutsi) as well as eight from the Finnish-speaking area (e.g. two from Kven Finnish and four from Tornedalen Finnish). As a result, our analyses ultimately had 249 localities (Table 1), each covering between 78 and 184 linguistic features.

As the number of data collection localities from the Finnish-speaking area was very large compared to the others (Table 1), we also made another, more balanced dataset with only 30 localities from the Finnish-speaking area. These localities were evenly distributed in southern and central Finland and covered both the eastern and the western main dialect. This area was chosen because of our interest in studying the deepest divisions, and here Finnish has been spoken for the longest time (e.g. Frog, Saarikivi 2015: 71). The number of studied localities in the balanced dataset was 102 in total.

The digital data found in the AVAA service was converted into a numerical format such that localities are presented as separate rows and different linguistic features and their variants are presented as separate columns (Table 2). This type of representation is commonly used by population genetic software. We used binary coding where the presence of a linguistic variant is marked with 1 and its absence with 0. Missing data is marked with -9. For example, in map 2 the variant used for the word ’fire’ in Ala-Laukaa is tuli and in Alavus valkea (Table 2). The dialect data of Finnish (Kettunen 1940) has been analysed in a comparable format (Santaharju, Honkola, Seppä, Syrjänen, Leino, Vesakoski, unpublished ms.). In this study, we were interested only in lexical variation. Therefore, we grouped the possible other types of variation (e.g. in derivatives) under one representative lexeme. For example, map 2 has three variants for the word tuli (tuli, tuluke, tuluk), but in our dataset all three of these variants are included in the column labelled tuli.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Map #</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lekke</td>
<td>lämöi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ala-Laukaa</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alavus</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asikkala</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aunus</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some of the linguistic information which existed in the printed atlas was missing from the digital version. For example in the printed map 97.1, variants are recorded from all three Votic localities: Eastern Votic, Western Votic and Kukkuzi, but in the digital database only the variant of Kukkuzi is present. In cases when there was too little data from some languages in the digital database according to the two-thirds requirement (e.g. the data covers only 1/3 of the Votic localities, whereas 2/3 is required for the feature be
included in the dataset (see Table 1), we added the linguistic information from the printed atlas to the numerical database. We also removed duplicates from the digital dataset so that each locality was represented only once.

In sum, we analysed old lexical variation using two datasets, full and balanced, which differed from each other in the number of localities covering Finnish. With both datasets, we focused the analyses on the features that had sufficient areal coverage. In binary form both datasets consisted of 184 linguistic features represented by 1211 columns of data (Table 3).

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Full dataset</th>
<th>Balanced dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of localities studied</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of features studied</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. Methods

We analysed the data with two model-based clustering methods, Structure 2.3.4 (Pritchard, Stephens, Donnelly 2000) and BAPS 6.0 (Corander, Waldmann, Sillanpää 2003; Corander, Marttinen 2006; Corander, Marttinen, Sirén, Tang 2008). Structure has been used earlier to cluster both variation within a language (Syrjänen, Honkola, Lehtinen, Leino, Vesakoski 2016; Honkola, Ruokolainen, Syrjänen, Leino, Tammi, Wahlberg, Vesakoski 2018; Santaharju, Honkola, Seppä, Syrjänen, Leino, Vesakoski, unpublished ms.) and between languages (Dunn, Levinson, Lindström, Reesink, Terrill 2008; Reesink, Singer, Dunn 2009; Bowern 2012) and was found applicable for these purposes. BAPS has been used to cluster the Finnish dialect data and estimate the exchange of linguistic variants between dialect groups (Santaharju, Honkola, Seppä, Syrjänen, Leino, Vesakoski, unpublished ms.).

Structure and BAPS both use model-based methods based on Bayesian inference (Pritchard, Stephens, Donnelly 2000; Corander, Waldmann, Sillanpää 2003). Bayesian inference is a statistical approach to modelling complicated statistical problems whilst taking into account prior information (Puza 2015: 1). Population inference in both tools is based on two assumptions: first, they assume that the studied populations are in the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE), meaning that the inferred populations remain stable through time. While the criteria of the HWE is rarely met in reality, its inexistence does not prevent the analysis being done but limits the inferences that can be made from the results. That is, if the populations have not remained stable over time — as is likely to be the case — one should see the clusters as representing the linguistic situation around the time of data collection, instead of making inferences of too far into the past (see Syrjänen, Honkola, Lehtinen, Leino, Vesakoski 2016). The second assumption is that the studied features are independent from each other, i.e. they are in linkage equilibrium. In the case of language data, it means that the studied linguistic features should be independent from each other. We studied the dependencies of the linguistic features using a comparison method originally proposed in Syrjänen, Honkola, Lehtinen, Leino, Vesakoski 2016: 263—264. We yielded a relative similarity estimate between each pair of features ranging from features with identical
distribution of variants (coefficient of 1.0), to features with completely dissimilar distribution of variants (coefficient of 0.0). This was done for the full dataset and achieved by calculating Jaccard coefficients between features, where the features were represented as sets of locality pairs with identical feature variants. The results of this analysis were visualised as a heat map showing each feature compared with every other feature, with colours varying between yellow (coefficient 0.0) and red (coefficient 1.0).

Although Structure and BAPS are used to achieve the same goal — clustering variation into populations — they approach it in different ways. As a consequence, their results may differ from each other (Bohling, Adams, Waits 2013: 82; Fjellheim, Jørgensen, Kjos, Borgen 2009: 24). One notable difference between Structure and BAPS is in the way in which they identify populations (mixture analysis) and the extent of admixture (admixture analysis). These are two separate analysis steps in BAPS (Corander, Marttinen 2006: 2834), whereas Structure performs them simultaneously (Pritchard, Stephens, Donnelly 2000). The two tools also use different algorithms in their analysis; Structure uses a standard Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) (Pritchard, Stephens, Donnelly 2000) while BAPS uses stochastic optimisation (Corander, Marttinen, Mäntyniemi 2006; Corander, Marttinen 2006). Structure and BAPS also differ in how the most likely number of clusters is estimated. In Structure, the calculation is repeated multiple times for different K values (inferred number of populations), and the number of clusters is inferred afterwards from the likelihood values of the analyses (Pritchard, Stephens, Donnelly 2000; Evanno, Regnaut, Goudet 2005). In BAPS, an upper bound for the inferred number of populations is specified before the analysis, and the partition with highest posterior probability is detected with repeated optimisation operations (Corander, Marttinen, Mäntyniemi 2006). Within a single run, BAPS provides the list of best visited partitions, their logarithmic maximum likelihood values, and the probability for the optimal number of clusters (K) (Corander, Marttinen, Mäntyniemi 2006). In addition, BAPS can use geographical coordinates of the localities as prior information for the clustering analysis (Corander, Sirén, Arjas 2008). In contrast, geographical prior information in Structure has to be defined as integers, with each integer representing a specific sampling location (Pritchard, Wen, Falush 2010).

We ran a Structure analysis with both the full and the balanced datasets with K values 1—10, performing ten repetitions per each K value. In other words, we asked the software to divide the data for example into five clusters (K = 5) and repeat this analysis 10 times. The repetitions are done to estimate the stability of the resulting clustering, as there may be several equally good solutions to cluster the data. The Structure analyses were run without inputting prior information of the geographical locations. The initial 10,000 generations were specified as burn-in, which refers to the discarded initial samplings from the MCMC chain that takes place before the analysis reaches the area of high likelihood. 100,000 steps following the burn-in were used for the actual analysis. We used the admixture model, which allows the individuals to originate from more than one ancestral population (Pritchard, Stephens, Donnelly 2000). This gives the model more realism, as it allows it to infer transitional areas between dialects and/or languages rather than sharp borders only. We summarised the repeated
analysis for each K value with CLUMPP (Jakobsson, Rosenberg 2007), which summarises all the runs with the same K value under one combined result.

We also ran BAPS with both datasets (full and balanced), both with and without information of the geographical coordinates of the localities (four analyses in total). First, we detected the optimal number of clusters (i.e. the mixture analysis) from the range of K = 2—20, with ten repetitions for each K value. Second, we detected the admixture proportions for each locality (i.e. admixture analysis). The admixture proportions were detected by using 500 iterations, 1000 reference localities (from each language/dialect) and 100 iterations per reference locality.

We determined the most likely number of lexical languages based on the BAPS analysis, using the list of best visited partitions with the highest marginal likelihood value. From the Structure results we obtained the most likely number of lexical main groups, using the ΔK metric (Evanno, Regnaut, Goudet 2005), which detects the K value with the largest difference in log likelihood values compared to the neighbouring ones.

We also wanted to study the capability of Structure to divide the data into a larger number of clusters. We did that in two different ways: first, we estimated the most likely number of clusters based on the mean log likelihood values (Pritchard, Stephens, Donnelly 2000), which are mean values of the individual likelihood values produced for each individual Structure run. Second, we studied the substructure of the main clusters by analysing them individually, as instructed in Evanno, Regnaut, Goudet 2005: 2616—2618. Calculations and plots related to the Structure analysis were done with the R package pophelper (Francis 2017).

Both BAPS and Structure produce a set of membership coefficients for each studied locality, which show the relative proportions of different ancestral populations. K = 2 has two ancestral populations, K = 3 has three etc. These membership coefficients sum up to 100 % for each locality. For example, when dividing the data into three groups, one locality could have 80 % membership for population A, 10 % membership for population B and 10 % for population C. In this case, the locality belongs most strongly to population A.

We plotted the results on a base map, which includes Finland, Estonia and parts of the neighbouring countries with municipal borders from ca. 1938. The base map, prepared by the Institute for the Languages of Finland, is available via the PaITuli web service (https://avaa.tdata.fi/web/paituli/latauspalvelu). The base map was slightly modified to accommodate the smallest languages. The polygons indicating the speaker areas of Livonian and Veps, spoken only in certain villages, were enlarged to help visually assess which populations these locations belong to. Therefore, the polygons are not in proportion with the size of the actual speaker area. New polygons were made for Kukkuzi and Leivu, and the names of Tihvinä and Tver were changed to Šeļišša and Tolmačču to match those in the printed atlas and the digital database. Overlapping polygons were removed from the base map and the remaining ones were moved closer to reduce the amount of empty space in the language maps. The visualisations and modifications to the base map were done with ArcGIS.

We visualised the results on the maps in two ways. Firstly, we visualised the core and transitional areas for each language or dialect by colouring the localities. We considered localities with membership coefficient > 0.75 to belong...
to the core language or dialect area and coloured these with more saturated colours. Localities in which the coefficient was 0.50—0.75 were considered to belong to transitional areas, and these were coloured with less saturated colours. This type of visualisation was used for both the full and the balanced datasets.

Secondly, we visualised the results of the balanced analyses with bar plots. This makes it possible to visualise all the membership coefficients of the location in question, including those below 0.50. We show the CLUMPP results for both the full and balanced analysis below and the clustering of the individual runs with the highest likelihood value in Supplementary Materials (see p. 184a—184d).

4. Results

The studied features had a low amount of linkage with each other (Supplementary Figure 1a) and we included them all in the analyses. The largest linkage percentages were between maps 153.1—155, 195.1—204.1 and 245—250.1 (Supplementary Figure 1b).

4.1. Clustering of the full data

Based on ΔK values, the Structure analysis suggested that the division into three clusters was the supported division, and thus the best uppermost hierarchical division (Supplementary Figure 2a). The mean likelihood values increased gradually until K = 7. At this point, the likelihood values began to fluctuate more between the repetitions of different K values, and the mean likelihood decreased (Supplementary Figure 2b). The differences in the mean likelihood values were small between K = 2 and K = 7, indicating that the data is explained consistently with all these K values.

We summarised the ten individual Structure runs for each K value (outliers excluded) with CLUMPP. Finnish (blue in Figure 3) and Estonian-Livonian (orange in Figure 3) were the core areas with K = 2, whereas the rest belonged to these clusters more vaguely. When the data was divided into three, northern (Finnish), southern (Estonian and Livonian) and eastern groups (Karelian, Veps, Ingrian; green in Figure 3) appeared. This was the best-supported coarse-grained division of the full data based on ΔK values. With K = 4, Finnish was divided into Western (blue) and Eastern main dialect (brown) whereas the southern (Estonian and Livonian) and the eastern group (Karelian and Veps) remained the same as with K = 3, with the exception of the easternmost part of Ingrian now being associated with eastern Finnish. With K = 5, the largest changes again occurred within Finnish, with Eastern Finnish divided further into Savo (brown) and Southeast (gray) dialects. Some of the more northern Finnish speaking areas were now also part of the eastern dialects whereas with K = 4 they were associated with the western dialects. With the K = 6 summarisation the Savo area essentially disappeared, showing Finnish divided roughly into west (blue), east (grey) and north (pink). In addition, a combined group of Ingrian, Votic and Livonian (yellow) appeared. With K = 7, the Savo cluster reappeared, but the seventh group had a strongly mixed ancestry, with no membership coefficients higher than 0.5; because of this, the seventh group does not appear on the map, and large areas of Finland are shown as white (Figure 3).
The highest log likelihood runs were largely similar to the CLUMPP summarisations of $K = 3–5$ (Supplementary Figure 3). The $K = 2$ division clustered the data into Finnish and the rest. When the data was divided into six groups, Veps was the new group to appear instead of Northern Finnish and with $K = 7$, a group with Votic, Ingrian and Livonian appeared (Supplementary Figure 3).

Figure 3. Dialect divisions summarised by CLUMPP for $K = 2–7$. Two shades of colour are used to separate the core (membership coefficient values of 0.75–1) and transitional (0.5–0.75) areas of the languages or dialects. The colours in $K = 6$ represent the following languages or dialects: blue = Western Finnish; pink = Northern Finnish; grey = Eastern/Southeast Finnish; green = Karelian-Veps; orange = Estonian; yellow = Ingrian-Votic-Livonian. Localities coloured white in $K = 2$ were not included in the analyses. Notably, localities that are coloured in $K = 2$ but white in the other maps are data points with strongly mixed ancestry, with all the membership coefficients below 0.5.
The BAPS analysis with the full dataset suggested that the division into five groups was the most supported one (with a probability of 0.997). However, a division into six groups was also present four times among the ten best visited partitions (the order of best visited partitions 5, 5, 5, 6, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6, 6). The five clusters found by BAPS were Western and Eastern Finnish, Estonian, the eastern group (Karelian and Veps) and a group of Ingrian-Votic-Livonian (Figure 4). In the full analysis, the result also remained identical when the analysis was done with geographical coordinates.

4.2. Clustering of the balanced data

In the balanced Structure analysis with only 30 localities from Finland, the most supported uppermost hierarchical clustering based on ΔK split the data into two groups (Supplementary Figure 4a). The mean likelihood values increased gradually until K = 5, after which the variation in the likelihood values between the repeated runs increased and the mean likelihood decreased (Supplementary Figure 4b). There were no large differences in the likelihood values between K = 2—5.

In the CLUMPP summarisation of K = 2, the data was divided into north-east and south-west, more specifically into Estonian and Livonian vs. the rest (Figure 5a). The admixture of these ancestral groups can be seen in Livonian, Ingrian, Votic, and the western Finnish localities (Figure 5b). With K = 3, the eastern group with Karelian and Veps appeared (Figure 5c).
Ingrian and Votic are a mixture of these three components (Figure 5d), as is Livonian, but with Estonian as the major component. Estonian influence can be seen in the south-west Finnish areas (orange tips in blue bars), and Finnish influence can be seen in the northernmost Karelian areas (blue tips in green bars). In addition, eastern influence is seen in the easternmost Finnish areas (green ends of blue bars). When clustering to four, a group of Ingrian-Votic-Livonian appeared (Figure 5e). Ingrian and Votic are the

**Figure 5**
CLUMPP divisions of the balanced analyses for K = 2—5.

a) K = 2 clusters

b) visualised as bar plots,

c) K = 3 clusters
d) visualised as bar plots,

e) K = 4 clusters
f) visualised as bar plots,

g) K = 5 clusters
h) visualised as bar plots.

For the colour-coding, see Figure 3.
core area of this group, while Livonian is a mixture of this and Estonian (Figure 5f). In addition to the influences seen with $K = 3$, there is Ingrian-Votic influence in Finnish in the Karelian Isthmus (yellow tips in blue bars). With $K = 5$, membership coefficients of the fifth cluster do not exceed 0.5 in any of the studied localities, due to which no clear fifth cluster appears (Figure 5g). Instead, the "fifth cluster" appears as minor fractions in the peripheral areas of Veps, Western Finnish, Livonian and South Estonian (turquoise in Figure 5h). The highest log likelihood runs and the CLUMPP summarisations were very similar for $K = 2 - 4$ (Supplementary Figure 5) in the balanced Structure analysis. With $K = 5$, the highest log likelihood run differed from CLUMPP results and Veps was the new group to appear (Supplementary Figure 5).

In the balanced analysis, the uppermost hierarchical clustering according to $\Delta K$ was $K = 2$, a rough division into north-east and south-west (Figure 5a). These two groups were analysed separately, as suggested by Evanno, Regnaut and Goudet (2005), to detect the secondary division within these groups. We analysed 72 sampling locations from the north-east cluster and 30 from the south-west cluster with Structure with the same settings as the other analyses (see Methods). According to the $\Delta K$ value, the best supported subdivision of the north-eastern group splits the cluster into two, Finnish-Ingrian-Votic and Karelian-Veps (Figure 6a), with most of the admixture found in Ingrian and Votic (Figure 6b).

When analysing the south-western group, the $\Delta K$ value peaked with $K = 3$, suggesting a division into North Estonian, South Estonian and Livonian to be the most supported one (Figure 7). Consequently, the subdivisions of the main cluster suggested a total of five clusters.

BAPS found seven clusters in the balanced analyses (with a probability of 0.713) without the usage of geographical coordinates as a prior; however,
the ten most visited partitions also included divisions into four, five, six and eight clusters (list of best visited partitions 7, 6, 6, 6, 5, 4, 8, 8, 7). The seven clusters detected were Finnish, Karelian, Veps, Ingrian-Votic, North Estonian, South Estonian, and Livonian (Figure 8a). A small Vepsian influence was inferred in Ludian, and North Estonian influence could be seen in South Estonian. In addition, the Finnish spoken in the Karelian Isthmus had traceable influences of Karelian and Ingrian-Votic (Figure 8b). The BAPS analysis with geographical coordinates suggested the division of the balanced data into six clusters (with a probability of 0.973) while also four, five, seven and eight were among the ten most visited partitions (list of the best visited partitions 6, 7, 5, 4, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8). The six clusters were otherwise identical to the seven clusters obtained without the coordinates, except Livonian and South Estonian was grouped together here (Supplementary Figure 6).

Figure 7. CLUMPP K = 3 a) clusters and b) bar plots for the south-western part of the balanced data.

Figure 8. BAPS division of the balanced data to seven clusters visualised as a) clusters and b) bar plots. For colour-coding, see Figures 2 and 3.
5. Discussion

With both of the analysed datasets, Structure and BAPS detected groups which have been suggested earlier in the linguistics literature. However, there were notable differences in the nature of the clusters that appeared with the full dataset and those that appeared with the balanced dataset. With the full dataset, many of Structure's divisions took place within Finland, the area where most of the data points are, while Ingrian, Votic and Livonian, the areas with the smallest number of data points, were clustered together. In the balanced dataset, the produced clusters were more in line with the classical divisions of the Finnic languages, especially when analysed with BAPS.

Structure has been noted to be sensitive to unbalanced datasets, and as a result, most divisions take place in the area with the highest number of data points, while areas with a small number of data points are clustered together (Neophytou 2014; Puechmaille 2016). This also happened in our dataset, especially with the full data, where the level of imbalance was very high between the languages (e.g. Finnish: 177 data points vs. Livonian: two data points). However, as our main objective was to detect the lexical main groups with Structure and not the lexical languages, the level of imbalance was not as large between the main groups as between languages, especially with the balanced dataset.

BAPS has been found to tolerate data imbalance better than Structure (Neophytou 2014: 282). In our results, BAPS was able to detect groups with only a few localities and thus tolerate data imbalance with the balanced data, whereas with the full data this was not the case. Hence it seems that while BAPS tolerates more data imbalance than Structure, it tolerates only moderate amounts of it. To prevent possible skewing of the results due to data imbalance, we mainly focus on discussing both Structure and BAPS results produced with the balanced dataset.

According to the balanced Structure analysis, the main lexical division in the Finnic area is between two groups, north-east and south-west. Our result differ from the main groups suggested earlier (Setälä 1916: 504; Ariste 1965: 80; Raun 1971: 49—98) in that Votic is grouped together with the north-eastern group in our results instead of the south-western group, as it is in the traditional divisions. Of the languages that formed the north-eastern cluster in our analyses, Votic is, however, the language that is closest to the south-western group. This is in line with the mixed nature of Votic noted also for example in Kettunen (1960: 62—63, 215—216). Bar plot visualisations of the two clusters also show the connections of the western dialect of Finnish to the south-western group suggested by Ojan-su (1922: 139—145), as the western dialect of Finnish has south-western influence, which is missing from the eastern dialect of Finnish, Karelian and Veps. The early division of South Estonian from the Finnic unity (Sammallahti 1977: 132—133, Kallio 2014: 156—163) was not supported by our results. This is likely due to different kinds of data used in the analysis, as we used solely lexical data, while the suggested initial divergence of South Estonian is based on phonological and morphological data.

Regarding the number of Finnic lexical languages, seven clusters were found by BAPS with the balanced data. This division is more coarse-grained than the division into twelve languages listed in Ethnologue (Simons, Fennig
2018) and Glottolog 3.3 (Hammarström, Forkel, Haspelmath 2018). Kven Finnish and Torneval FInnish, which both have official status as national languages in Norway and in Sweden (Sulkala 2010: 11, 13), did not appear in our results. This is likely due to their similarity with Finnish (Kettunen 1930: 81, 95) but also due to reasons of coverage; only a small number of localities represented these areas in the full data set, and in the balanced analyses these areas were excluded completely. Furthermore, as we focused on linguistic variation prior to 13th century, Kven Finnish and Torneval Finnish speaker communities had not yet been formed at that time. Otherwise, the clusters detected were largely in line with classifications suggested mostly in the linguistic literature (e.g. Itkonen 1983; Lehtinen 2007; Kallio 2014), with the exception that Votic and Ingrian were always clustered together.

Votic and Ingrian always clustered together in our analyses, even though it has been suggested that these two have different linguistic origins. Votic is closely related to North Estonian (Sammallahti 1977: 133, Kallio 2014: 162—163), while Ingrian is closely related to Finnish or Karelian (Viitso 2008: 64). Votic and Ingrian were spoken in the same area over several centuries, and Votic has obtained plenty of late loanwords from Ingrian (Itkonen 1983: 215), which explains their common cluster. It is also notable that in some cases Livonian clustered with Votic and Ingrian. This was unexpected, as there appear to be only two features in ALFE that are shared by these three languages and are different elsewhere: 'straight' (map number 95) and 'to lie' (map number 170). The Votic-Ingrian-Livonian group did not appear in the BAPS analysis of the balanced dataset. Therefore, its appearance is likely due to the difficulty of the analysis tools in handling unbalanced data.

Karelian Proper, Livvi-Karelian and Ludian clustered together with both Structure and BAPS, and with both the full and the balanced data. Thus, Karelian Proper, Livvi-Karelian and Ludian could be seen on lexical grounds as dialects of Karelian, rather than separate languages as suggested earlier (Laanest 1975: 26, Sammallahti 1977: 133; Viitso 2008: 64, Laakso 1991: 61—62). Karelian Proper, Livvi-Karelian and Ludian were also often clustered together with Veps. This is in line with the finding that Veps shares a notable amount of lexicon with Karelian and the eastern dialects of Finnish (Kettunen 1960: 25). The strong influence of Veps in Ludian (Kettunen 1960: 214) could also be seen in our results, especially in the Ludian localities of Kuujärvi and Haljärvi, which had the highest amount of admixture with Veps. Of the Livvi-Karelian localities, Vepsian influence could only be seen in the southeasternmost data collection locality — Kardaizet.

In the balanced analysis, when thirty data points were included from both Finland and Estonia, Estonia was divided into the North and South Estonian language areas, while the east-west division within Finnish did not appear. Notable differences between the main dialects have been detected in phonology, morphology and in lexicon in both Estonian (Kettunen 1960: 63) and Finnish (Rapola 1962: 32—105). However, it seems that the differences in this dataset were more pronounced within Estonian than Finnish.

Divisions within Finnish appeared only when the full dataset was analysed. The two-way division of Finnish split the language to east and west, reflecting the main dialect division of Finnish (e.g. Rapola 1962: 98—103). This division has been recently detected quantitatively by clustering the Dialect Atlas of Finnish (Kettunen 1940) using the Structure tool (Syrjänen, Honkola,
Lehtinen, Leino, Vesakoski 2016). The three-way division within Finnish found using ALFE was either into west, Savo and Southeast dialects (e.g. CLUMPP K = 5) or into east-west-north (CLUMPP K = 6). The east-west-north division corresponds with an earlier three-way division of Finnish obtained with a lexical dataset of the Dictionary of Finnish Dialects (Leino, Hyvönen, Salmenkivi 2006). In the earlier quantitative analysis of the Dialect Atlas of Finnish, the third cluster to appear was that of south-western dialects (Syrjänen, Honkola, Lehtinen, Leino, Vesakoski : 258). It should be noted, however, that the Dialect Atlas of Finnish is mainly morphophonological whereas our data is lexical, which may explain why this division is less prominent with ALFE.

The lexical features studied here were mostly independent from each other. However, a few features were found to be somewhat linked with each other. These features belonged to certain semantic categories, so that certain names of berries were linked with each other (bog whortleberry, cranberry, lingonberry, raspberry), as were also some colour terms (grey, red, yellow) and some fishing-related terms (oar, cone used in making fishing nets, burbot). When going back to ALFE, these features turned out to have very little variation in the Finnic area in general, meaning that they essentially repeated a similar spatial distribution, and thus had relatively small contribution to the produced clusters.

Atlas Linguarum Fennicarum is a remarkable collection of linguistic variation in the Finnic area, providing possibilities for studying the past of the Finnic area in several different ways. Studying the Finnic area has its challenges as a large amount of linguistic variation has already gone extinct without documentation, for example in the case of Livonian, and due to the large variety in the sizes of the speaker populations. Nevertheless, with the help of quantitative methods, large datasets such as ALFE can be analysed objectively from novel perspectives. While our aim here was to study the suitability of lexical data in detecting the linguistic subdivision of the Finnic dialect continuum, lexicon is only one part of language. Therefore, it is important to combine different types of linguistic evidence in future studies to obtain a more complete view of the linguistic past of Finnic.

6. Conclusions

We investigated here whether lexical data is suitable for detecting coarse-grained and fine-grained subdivisions of the Finnic group. We found that clusters produced here with quantitative tools and lexical data were largely in line with earlier divisions made with different types of linguistic data. We found support for the north-east — south-west main division, with minor differences compared to the traditional divisions. The estimated number of lexical languages was seven. The largest differences when compared to the traditional division were the substantial differences between North and South Estonian in our results, while the differences between Votic and Ingrian were smaller than assumed. In sum, the similarity between the lexical divisions produced here and the earlier divisions based on different types of data suggest that lexical variation is generally good material for linguistic clustering studies in a dialect continuum-like situations. With this work, we hope to encourage multidisciplinary work combining the vast amounts of linguistic knowledge of Finnic languages with modern quantitative methods in order to shed light on the past of the north-eastern Baltic Sea area.
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АНАЛИЗ ЛЕКСИЧЕСКИХ КЛАСТЕРОВ ПРИБАЛТИЙСКО-ФИНСКИХ ЯЗЫКОВ НА МАТЕРИАЛЕ ЛИНГВИСТИЧЕСКОГО АТЛАСА «ATLAS LINGUARUM FENNICARUM»

В статье рассматриваются лексические отношения прибалтийско-финских языков. Используя электронную базу данных атласа прибалтийско-финских языков (Atlas Linguarum Fennicarum; ALFE), авторы выясняют, как на основе лексики распределяется прибалтийско-финский ареал, будучи континуумом диалектов, где возникают первичные границы и каковы более точные подразделения. Традиционно границы между языками и диалектами определяются на основе фонологических и грамматических особенностей, мы же устанавливаем, как границы появляются в результате лексического варьирования. Считаем важным исследование лексики и потому, что именно лексические различия влияют на степень взаимопонимания между носителями близкородственных языков и восприятия ими межъязыковых границ.

В исследовании применились квантитативные методы анализа. Привлечены ранее использованная в основном в популяционной генетике база данных Structure и BAPS. Выявленные с их помощью границы языков и диалектов в большинстве своем совпадают с установленными в исследованиях предшественников. Первичное лексическое деление возникло между северными (восточными) и южными (западными) прибалтийско-финскими языками. Существенное отличие состоит в том, что лексически водский язык относится скорее к северной группе, чем к южной. И все же в составе северной группы он более близок к южной. Далее результаты квантитативного анализа показывают, что как основные прибалтийско-финские языки выделяются финский, североэстонский, югоэстонский, ливский, карельский, вепсский и водско-ижорский. Объединение водского и ижорского языков свидетельствует об их обширном лексическом сходстве. Как и многие предыдущие исследования, наш лексический анализ подтвердил существенную разницу между северно- и югоэстонскими языками, которая больше, например, разницы между водским и ижорским языками. В итоге можно утверждать, что квантитативный анализ лексических различий может быть успешно использован для исследования внутренней структуры диалектного континуума.
Supplementary Figure 1

a) Histogram and b) heat map visualisation of similarities of variants in data collection localities in different features. The numbers on the horizontal and vertical axes correspond to the number of the map sheets in ALFE. The colour gradient indicates the degree of linkage ranging from yellow (0.0 % of linkage) to red (100 % of linkage).

Supplementary Figure 2. Summary statistics from the results of Structure analysis for the full data a) $\Delta K$ of $K = 2-9$, b) estimated mean log likelihood of the data of $K = 1-10$ (outliers excluded).
Supplementary Figure 3. Structure division of the full dataset with K values ranging from two to seven. For colour coding see Figures 2 and 3.

Supplementary Figure 4. Summary statistics from the results of Structure analysis for the balanced data a) ΔK of K = 2—9, b) estimated mean log likelihood of the data of K = 1—10 (outliers excluded).
Supplementary Figure 5

K = 2—5 clusters produced with the individual Structure runs with the highest log likelihood value.

a) K = 2 clusters
b) visualised as bar plots,
c) K = 3 clusters
d) visualised as bar plots,
e) K = 4 clusters
f) visualised as bar plots,
g) K = 5 clusters
h) visualised as bar plots.

For colour coding see Figures 2 and 3.
Supplementary Figure 6. BAPS division $K = 6$ obtained with geographical coordinates. For colour coding see Figures 2 and 3.